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The production of knowledge in science and engineering in modern society is technologically 
embodied. This is more than to say that science uses instruments (technologies), but it uses 
these technologies in unique and critical ways. According to Alfred North Whitehead (1963, 
my italics): “The reason we are on a higher imaginative level [in modern science] is not 
because we have a finer imagination, but because we have better instruments. … a fresh 
instrument … shows things in unusual combinations. The gain is more than a mere addition; 
it is a transformation”. Furthermore, learning is described by Marton and Tsui (2004) as 
developing a vision: “Arranging for learning implies arranging for developing learners’ ways 
of seeing or experiencing, i.e., developing the eyes through which the world is perceived”. 
Furthermore Marton and Pang (2008, my italics) describes that “‘new’ phenomenography … 
involves the study of variation … among the critical aspects of the phenomenon as 
experienced or seen by the experiencer”. 

More than twenty years ago White (1988) claimed that the “laboratory sets science apart 
from most ... subjects”. Six years earlier Hofstein and Lunetta (1982) argued that the “role of 
the laboratory in science teaching [were a] neglected [aspect] of research” and didn’t reflect 
the “central and distinctive role [the laboratory has been given] in science education”. Given 
this fact an important issue for educational research is how students and professionals in a 
science and engineering acquire a “professional vision” (Goodwin, 1994) in the laboratory. 
As mentioned above, a central characteristics of learners’ and professionals’ experience of our 
world in engineering and in most sciences is that experience should not be seen as a direct 
experience human – world, but as an experience shaped by the use of physical and symbolic 
tools, i.e. artefacts. The concept of mediation and mediating tools could be represented 
diagrammatically as: Human – mediating tools (artefacts) – world. I argue that student 
learning is dependent upon the fact that the technology used places some aspects of reality in 
the foreground, others in the background, and makes certain aspects visible that would 
otherwise be invisible. However, with a few exceptions, the role of instrumental technologies 
in student learning in laboratories are rarely studied or problematized in science educational 
research. This is in line with the “[traditional belief] that … instruments and experimental 
devices … per se … has no cognitive value” (Lelas, 1993, italics in original). 

In 1958 Niels Bohr suggested that we should use the word “phenomenon exclusively to 
refer to the observations obtained under specified circumstances, including an account of the 
whole experimental arrangement”. Agencies of observation (the technology) and the object 
studied cannot meaningfully be separated in Bohr’s view. As argued above there is hence a 
need to investigate students’ conceptual learning in engineering and in techno-science as a 
material-discursive-practice (e.g. Barad, 2007) there materiality as well as discourse matter. 

In relation to this I will in my talk focus on two critical aspects for students’ learning in 
the laboratory; the role of technologies and the role of instructions and task structure. I will 
show that technologies commonly used in labs have different affordances for discernment and 
hence the possibilities for learning differ. Furthermore I will relate the design of task structure 
and learning outcomes to Variation theory (Marton and Tsui, 2004). My studies is based on 
an empirical material consisting of conceptual tests and recording of students’ courses of 
action in the laboratory on video.   


